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A home should be where
you feel joy and happiness
It should feel like your own
space, reflective of the spirit,
life and loves of the people
who live there
Kelly Hoppen
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kelly hoppen
designs for chesneys
the successful fusion
of minerals and metals
for the kelly hoppen
collection relies on
painstaking craftsmanship
and the finest natural
materials to achieve their
intended effect

W

ith 40 years’ experience at the forefront of the
design industry, Kelly Hoppen MBE is one of the
most celebrated and sought after interior designers
in the world. Her style is characterised by clean
lines and neutral tones blended with elements of sumptuous
opulence. Her work includes private homes, commercial
buildings, cruise ships, yachts, aircraft, hotels, bars and
restaurants and literally spans the globe.
Kelly is passionate about applying her design ethos in a way that
makes it accessible to the consumer. This approach is reflected
in the collection she has designed for Chesneys. Whilst it
contains opulent and striking designs such as The Stoppard, it
also embraces understated elegance in the form of The Dylan
Limestone surround, which with its simple linear form will sit
comfortably in a wide range of domestic interiors.
The collection has as its cornerstone the successful fusion of
minerals and metals. During the development phase Kelly
worked closely with Chesneys’ workshops, sampling multiple
natural materials, finishes and metal elements before finalising
the composition of her various designs. Deceptively simple in
appearance, all of these designs rely on painstaking
craftsmanship and the finest natural materials to achieve their
intended effect.
This is the second collaboration between Kelly Hoppen and
Chesneys. Twenty years separate the two collections but the
same shared ethos still applies; that visionary design will only
succeed if its execution is faultless.
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kelly hoppen
collection
fireplace designs for
modern living
Pages 6 - 25

An important addition to the rich tradition
of domestic fireplace design

kelly hoppen
hoppen Collection
collection 5
kelly

the stoppard
details on page 23
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inside cover ’ I wanted to create a fire basket with sleek lines that
appears to float above the hearth. I think The Depp achieves this look
and combines very well with the strong simplicity of The Beckett.’

Kelly Hoppen

the beckett
The Beckett is a robust linear
design of architectural form
fabricated in Limestone.

details
Opening 371/4"(946)W x 371/2"(952)H
Overall size 53"(1346)W x 45 3/8"(1152)H
Depth of shelf 6 7/8"(175)
Depth at base 8 7/8"(225)
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The book matched
symmetry of
the marble and
its restrained
sculptural
appearance will
make The Bradley
a beautiful and
natural focus of
any interior
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the bradley
details on page 11
It is shown with The Depp,
Kelly’s unique new design
for a mirrored “floating”
fire basket, which can be
used with either a gas effect
fire or with an electric fire.
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‘ The Bradley is a design of sheer opulence, epitomising The Hoppen
Aesthetic, allowing the roll of the most beautiful marble to
speak volumes without the need for any carved ornamentation.’

Kelly Hoppen

the bradley
The Bradley can be fabricated in
any stone or marble but is shown
here in book matched Italian
Calacatta Vagli. Its cushioned design
and honed finish imparts a soft
quality to the marble and its simple
appearance is only relieved by a
slender trim and reveals in brushed
nickel. It is shown with The Depp
basket and decorative gas effect fire.

details
Opening 321/4"(820)W x 271/2"(700)H
Overall size 531/8"(1350)W x 45 3/8"(1152)H
Depth 6 1/8"(155)
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‘ The Dylan is my take on a classic limestone surround re-created with
more sharpness. I designed the Miller grate to compliment it and to provide
an interior that will add grandeur and depth to any room ‘

Kelly Hoppen

the dylan
Carved in Limestone with faceted
pilasters and frieze with a
conforming mantel shelf, The Dylan
is an inspired re-interpretation of
a traditional form, completed by a
polished cast iron register grate of
sleekly minimalist appearance.

details
Opening 38"(965)W x 38"(965)H
Shelf 611/8"(1552)L x 91/4"(234)D
Overall size 54"(1373)W x 471/4"(1201)H
Depth at base 5 3/4"(145)
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the jack
The Jack combines Petit Granit with
asymmetric insets of bright nickel
in a highly effective monochromatic
composition. It is shown with
Cooper Fire dogs in polished steel.

details
Opening 33 1/4"(846)W x 35 1/2"(902)H
Overall size 53"(1346)W x 45 3/8"(1152)H
Depth 7 7/8"(200)
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‘ The Jack is a true statement piece relying on
shadow gaps and accents of bright nickel in
combination with solid sections of granite ’

Kelly Hoppen
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‘ This is a modern
geometric design
ready for any
interior, classic
or contemporary.
Its simplicity and
proportions will
enhance the feeling
of width and
height in a room.‘

Kelly Hoppen
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the butler
With landscape proportions and
interlocking solid limestone blocks
The Butler is a uniquely different
fireplace that can sit comfortably
in a wide range of interiors. It has
a bush hammered finish and
is shown with the eye catching
polished bronze Eva Urn and
decorative effect gas fire.

details
Opening 38 7/8"(987)W x 217/8"(556)H
Overall width at top 621/2"(1587)W
Overall width at base 54 5/8"(1387)W
Overall height 431/2"(1106)
Depth of shelf 9 7/8"(250)
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the hugo
details on page 20
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Natural palettes,
beautiful textures
and an East meets
west aesthetic
are classic
elements of the
Hoppen style

‘ My design philosophy
has always remained
the same; it’s about
creating calm, balanced
environments.
How people feel in a
space is as important as
the way it looks.’
Kelly Hoppen
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‘ This design is all about simple elegance. I love the juxtaposition
of the limestone and brass accents ’

Kelly Hoppen

the hugo
The Hugo is a design of stunning
simplicity, comprising a frame in
honed Azul Valverde limestone
with inset highlights of mirror
polished brass, providing a perfect
combination of different
materials and textures. The Hugo
is shown with Hunter Fire dogs in
polished brass.

details
Opening 371/4"(946)W x 371/2"(952)H
Overall size 53"(1346)W x 45 3/8"(1152)H
Depth 7 7/8"(200)
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the stoppard
The Stoppard is another very strong
architectural surround. Fabricated
in Carrara marble it has deeply
recessed channels between each of
the projecting mouldings housing
polished steel panels that reflect the
light that bounces off the white
marble surfaces. It is shown with
the Depp electric fire basket.

details
Opening 371/4"(946)W x 371/2"(952)H
Overall size 53"(1346)W x 45 3/8"(1152)H
Depth of shelf 6 7/8"(175)
Depth at base 8 7/8"(225)

’ This surround has a strong Deco influence with its
combination of materials and linear design. It has a
feel of Hollywood elegance about it ’

Kelly Hoppen
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’ This fireplace is a sensual mixture of marble and metal and
although clearly a statement piece, it can be dressed
luxuriously due to the lack of ornamentation in the entirely
plain design of its frieze ’

Kelly Hoppen

the pinter
The Pinter combines a Petit Granit
frame with sleeves of polished brass
wrapped around the pilasters for a
dramatic effect that is further
enhanced by its reflective qualities,
which change to mirror the lighting
in the room.

details
Opening 37 1/4"(946)W x 37 1/2"(952)H
Overall size 53"(1346)W x 45 3/8"(1152)H
Depth 7 7/8"(200)
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fireside
The Kelly Hoppen
collection also
includes a striking
and imaginative
range of designs
for Fire Dogs
and Fire baskets
These use various metals and finishes
and are by turn sculptural, minimalist
and luxurious. They are designed to
be interchangeable with the various
surrounds in the collection and
complete a body of work that is quite
unique within the field of
contemporary fireplace design.

’A Fireplace isn’t complete
without its interior. A set
of fire dogs with or without
a fire basket, provide the
opportunity to introduce
another design element into
the setting.
My collection of designs
for fire Dogs is intended to
provide a rich choice of
designs and materials.’

Kelly Hoppen
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hunter fire dogs
details on page 29
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fire baskets and firedogS
interchangeable with all collection surrounds

depp fire basket
Overall width 215/8" (550)
Overall depth 13" (330)
Overall height 77/8" (200)

eva bronze urn
Overall width 26 3/4" (680)
Overall depth 9 3/8" (239)
Overall height 5 1/2" (140)

Note Can only be used with gas effect fire
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chandler fire dogs

hunter fire dogs

tom fire dogs

Overall width 51/2"(140)

Overall width 71/8" (180)

Overall width 51/8" (130)

Overall depth 141/8"(360)

Overall depth 171/8" (435)

Overall depth 151/4" (390)

Overall height 161/8"(410)

Overall height 133/4" (350)

Overall height 161/8" (410)

osborne fire dogs

cooper fire dogs

Overall width 31/8"(80)

Overall width 33/4" (95)

Overall depth 173/8"(440)

Overall depth 161/2" (419)

Overall height 181/4"(465)

Overall height 145/8" (370)
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‘ My aim in creating
this collection was
to ignite the love
of the fireplace
and its accessories,
making it the focus
of a room and a
piece of art in its
own right ’
Kelly Hoppen
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performance of its products. The right is therefore reserved to vary
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KELLY HOPPEN COLLECTION 2018

			£
The Beckett in limestone
The Bradley in Calacatta Vagli marble
The Bradley in Carrara marble
The Dylan in limestone
The Jack in Petit Granit limestone
The Butler in limestone
The Hugo in Azul Valverde limestone
The Stoppard in Carrara marble
The Pinter in Petit Granit limestone

1835.00
13973.00
5527.00
1450.00
6086.00
2422.00
2422.00
3629.00
5874.00

FIRE DOGS
Tom
Cooper
Chandler
Hunter
Osborne

1275.00
910.00
1224.00
1556.00
2100.00

FIRE BASKETS
Depp with electric fire
Depp with remote log gas fire
Eva Bronze Urn with remote gas fire

1990.00
2165.00
2340.00

All prices are inclusive of VAT.
All prices are exclusive of delivery and installation.
Installation prices are subject to site visit.
See brochure for details of sizes.
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